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Abstract. With the increasing availability of electronic documents and the rapid growth of the World Wide
Web, the task of automatic categorization of documents becomes the key method for organizing the
information, knowledge and trend detection. With the growing availability of online resources, and
popularity of fast and rich resources on web, classification of e-documents, news, personal blogs, and
extraction of knowledge and trend from the documents has become an interesting area for research, as the
World Wide Web is the fastest media for news and events collection from world. So the growing
phenomenon of the textual data needs text mining, machine learning and natural language processing
techniques and methodologies to organize and extract pattern and knowledge from the documents. This
overview focused on the existing literature and explored the main techniques and methods for automatic
documents classification i.e. documents representation, classifier construction and knowledge extraction and
also discussed the issues along with the approaches and opportunities.
Keywords: Text mining, Web mining, Documents classification, Information retrieval.

1. Introduction
Documents classification studies are gaining more importance recently because of the availability of the
increasing number of the electronic documents from a variety of sources. The resources of unstructured and
semi structured information include the word wide web, governmental electronic repositories, news articles,
biological databases, chat rooms, digital libraries, online forums, electronic mail and blogs repositories. So
extracting information from these resources and proper categorization and knowledge discovery is an
important area for research.
Natural Language Processing, Data Mining, and Machine learning techniques work together to
automatically discover pattern from the documents. Text mining deals the categories of operations, retrieval,
classification (supervised, unsupervised and semi supervised) summarization, trend and association analysis.
The main goal of text mining is to enable users to extract information from textual resources. How the
documented can be proper annotated, presented and classified, so the documents categorization consist several
challenges, proper annotation to the documents, appropriate document representation, an appropriate classifier
function to obtain good generalization and avoid over-fitting, also an appropriate dimensionality reduction
method need to handle algorithmic issues [1].
Today web is the main resource for the text documents. The amount of textual data available to us is
consistently increasing, according to [2] [3] approximately 80% of the information of an organization is stored
in unstructured textual form in the form of reports, email, views and news. Information intensive business
processes demand that we transcend from simple document retrieval to “knowledge” discovery. The need of
automatically extraction of useful knowledge from the huge amount of textual data in order to assist the
human analysis is fully apparent [4]. Market Trends based on the content of the online news articles,
sentiments, and events is an emerging topic for research in data mining and text mining community. [5] [6].
This paper covers the overview of syntactic and semantic matters, domain ontology, tokenization concern and
focus on the different machine learning techniques for text representation, categorization and knowledge
detection from the text documents in the existing literature.
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In this overview we have used system literature review process. We have followed standard steps for
searching, screening, data-extraction, and reporting. We tried to search for relevant paper, presentations, and
research reports of the text mining using IEEE Explore, Springer Linker, Science Direct, ACM Portal and
Googol Search Engine. The search is conducted after 1980, Published and/or unpublished research, focus on
document mining, Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing (NLP). The non English writing and
study before 1980 were excluded. Due to limited no of pages required, the detail explanations are not included.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we have given an overview of documents
representation approaches, Section 3 presents document classification models, In section 4 opportunities and
issues are discuss and also concludes the paper.

2. Document Representation
The document representation is the preprocessing process that is used to reduce the complexity of the
documents and make them easier to handle, which needs to be transformed from the full text version to a
document vector. Text representation is the important aspect in documents categorization that denotes the
mapping of a document into a compact form of its content. A major characteristic of the text classification
problem is the extremely high dimensionality of text data, so the number of potential features often exceeds
the number of training documents. The documents have to be transformed from the full text version to a
document vector which describes the contents of the document. Text classification is an important component
in many informational management tasks, however with the explosive growth of the web data, algorithms that
can improve the classification efficiency while maintaining accuracy, are highly desired [7].Dimensionality
reduction (DR) is a very important step in text categorization, because irrelevant and redundant features often
degrade the performance of classification algorithms both in speed and classification accuracy, the current
literature shows that lot of work are in progress in the pre-processing and DR, and many models and
techniques have been proposed. DR techniques can classify into Feature Extraction (FE) approaches and
feature Selection (FS), as discussed bellow.

2.1.

Feature Extraction

The process of feature extraction is to make clear the border of each
Tokenize
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Text
Documents
language structure and to eliminate as much as possible the language
dependent factors, tokenization, stop words removal, and stemming [9].
Remove
Stopwords
Feature Extraction is fist step of pre processing which is used to presents
the text documents into clear word format. Removing stops words and
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stemming words is the pre-processing tasks.[10]. The documents in text
classification are represented by a great amount of feature and most of then
Vector
could be irrelevant or noisy [8]. Dimension reduction is the exclusion of a
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large number of keywords, base preferably on a statistical criterision, to
create a low dimension vector [11]. Dimension Reduction techniques have
Learning
Algorithm
attached much attention recently science effective dimension reduction
make the learning task such as classification more efficient and save more
storage space [12]. Commonly the steeps taken please for the feature Figure 1: Document Classification
extractions (Fig-1) are: Tokenization: A document is treated as a string
and then partitioned into a list of tokens. Removing stop words: Stop words such as “the”, “a”, “and”… etc
are frequently occurring, so the insignificant words need to be removed. Stemming word: Applying the
stemming algorithm that converts different word form into similar canonical form. This step is the process of
conflating tokens to their root form eg. Connection to connect, computing to compute etc.

2.2.

Feature Selection

After feature extraction the important step in pre-processing of text classification, is feature selection to
construct vector space or bag of words, which improve the scalability, efficiency and accuracy of a text
classifier. In general, a good feature selection method should consider domain and algorithm characteristics
[13]. The main idea of FS is to select subset of feature from the original documents. FS is performed by
keeping the words with highest score according to predetermined measure of the importance of the word [8].
Hence feature selection is commonly used in text classification to reduce the dimensionality of feature space
and improve the efficiency and accuracy of classifiers.
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There are mainly two types of feature selection methods in machine learning; wrappers and filters.
Wrapper are much more time consuming especially when the number of features is high. As opposed to
wrappers, filters perform feature selection independently of the learning algorithm that will use the selected
features. In order to evaluate a feature, filters use an evaluation metric that measures the ability of the feature
to differentiate each class [14]. We need to find the best matching category for the text document. The term
(word) frequency/inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) approach is commonly used to weight each word in
the text document according to how unique it is. In other words, the TF-IDF approach captures the relevancy
among words, text documents and particular categories. Some of the recent literature shows that works are in
progress for the efficient selection of the feature selection to optimize the classification process. A new feature
selection algorithm is presented in [15], that is based on ant colony optimization to improve the text
categorization. The authors in [16] developed a new feature scaling method, called class–dependent–feature–
weighting (CDFW) using naive Bayes (NB) classifier. Many feature evaluation metrics have been explored,
notable among which are information gain (IG), term frequency, Chi-square, expected cross entropy, Odds
Ratio, the weight of evidence of text, mutual information, Gini index,(Table-1). A good feature selection
metric should consider problem domain and algorithm characteristics. The authors in [19] focus on document
representation and demonstrate that the choice of document representation has a profound impact on the
quality of the classifier. In [18] the authors present significantly more efficient indexing and classification of
large document repositories, e.g. to support information retrieval over all enterprise file servers with frequent
file updates.
Table -1: Feature Selection Metrics
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Semantic and Ontology Based Documents Representation

Ontology is a data model that represents a set of concepts within a domain and the relationships between
those concepts. It is used to reason about the objects within that domain. Ontology is the explicit and abstract
model representation of already defined finite sets of terms and concept, involved in knowledge management,
knowledge engineering, and intelligent information integration [19].Web Ontology Language (OWL) is the
ontology support language derived from America DAPRA Agent Markup Language (DAML). Ontology has
been proposed for handling semantically heterogeneity when extracting informational from various text
sources such as internet [20].
Machine learning algorithms automatically builds a classifier by learning the characteristics of the
categories from a set of classified documents, and then uses the classifier to classify documents into
predefined categories. However, these machine learning methods have some drawbacks: (1) In order to train
classifier, human must collect large number of training text term, the process is very laborious. If the
predefined categories changed, these methods must collect a new set of training text terms. (2) Most of these
traditional methods haven't considered the semantic relations between words. So, it is difficult to improve the
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accuracy of these classification methods, (3) The issue of translatability, between one natural language into
another natural language, identifies the types of issues that machine understanding systems are facing. These
type of issues are discussed in the literature, some of these issues may be addressed if we have machine
readable ontology [21], and that’s why this is a potential area for research. During the text mining process,
ontology can be used to provide expert, background knowledge about a domain. In [20] the author
concentrates on the automatic classification of incoming news using hierarchical news ontology, based on this
classification on one hand, and on the users' profiles on the other hand. A novel ontology-based automatic
classification and ranking method is represented in [22] where Web document is characterized by a set of
weighted terms, categories is represented by ontology. In [23] the author presented an approach towards
mining ontology from natural language. In [25] the author presented a novel text categorization method based
on ontological knowledge that does not require a training set. An automatic document classifier system based
on Ontology and the Naïve Bayes Classifier is proposed in [26]. Ontology have shown their usefulness in
application areas such as knowledge management, bioinformatics, e-learning, intelligent information
integration, information brokering and natural-language processing and the positional and challenging area for
text categorization.
Semantic analysis is the process of linguistically parsing sentences and paragraphs into key concepts,
verbs and Proper Nouns. Using statistics-backed technology, these words are then compared to your
taxonomy (categories) and grouped according to relevance. [27]. According to [28] the statistical techniques
are not sufficient for the text mining. Better classification will be performed when consider the semantic under
consideration, so the semantically representation of text and web document is the key challenge for the
documents classification, knowledge and trend detection. The authors in [29] present the ambiguity issues in
natural language text and present anew technique for resolving ambiguity problem in extracting concept/entity
from the text which can improve the document classification. Multilingual text representation and
classification is on of the main and challenging issue in text classification. In [24] the author presented the
idea of workflow composition, and addressed the important issues of semantic description such as services for
particular text mining task. Some of the natural language issues that should be consider during the text mining
process shown in overview [30] is listed bellow in Table-2. Semantically representation of documents is the
most challenging area for research in text mining. This will improve the classification and the information
retrieval process.
Table -2: Semantic base text classification issues
Sentence Splitting
Tokenization
Part-of-Speech
(pos) Tagging
Stop word list
Stemming
Noisy Data
Word sense
Collocations
Syntax
Text
Representation

How we Identifying sentence boundaries in a document.
How the Tokens are recorded or annotated and tokenize, by word or phrase. This is important because many
down stream components need the tokens to be clearly identified of analysis..
What about the part of speech characteristics and the data annotation. How such components are assigning a pos
tag to token Pos information.
How stop word list will be taken.
If we reduce the words to their stems, how it will affect the meaning of the documents.
Which steps are required for the document to be clear of noisy data.
How we clarify the meaning of the word in the text, ambiguity problem.
What about the compound and technical terms.
How should make a syntactic or grammar analysis. What about data dependency, anaphoric problems.
Which will be more important for representation of the documents: Phrases, Word or Concept and Noun or
adjective? And for this which techniques will be feasible to use.

3. Documents Classification
The documents can be classified by three ways unsupervised, supervised and semi supervised
classification Many techniques and algorithms are proposed recently for the clustering and classification of
electronic documents, our focus in these selection will be on the supervised classification techniques, new
development and some future research direction from the existing literature. The automatic classification of
documents into predefined categories has observed as an active attention as the Internet usage rate has
quickly enlarged. From last few years , the task of automatic text categorization have been extensive study
and rapid progress seems in this area, including the machine learning approaches such as Bayesian, Decision
Tree and K-nearest neighbor(KNN) classifier. Support Vector Machines, Neural Networks, Latent Semantic
Analysis, Rocchio’s Algorithm, Fuzzy Correlation, Genetic Algorithms etc. Normally supervised learning
techniques are used for automatic text categorization, where pre-defined category labels are assigned to
documents based on the likelihood suggested by a training set of labeled documents.
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Rocchio’s Algorithm build prototype vector for each class i.e. the average vector over all training
document vectors that belong to class Ci calculate similarity between test document and each of prototype
vectors.
(1)
Ci    centroid Ci    centroid Ci
Assign test document to the class with maximum similarity this algorithm is easy to implement, fast
learner and have relevance feedback mechanism but low classification accuracy, linear combination is too
simple for classification and constant  and  are empirical. This is a widely used relevance feedback
algorithm that operates in the vector space model [45]. The researchers have used a variation of Rocchio’s
algorithm in a machine learning context, i.e., for learning a user profile from unstructured text [46]. The goal
in these applications is to automatically induce a text classifier that can distinguish between classes of
documents
The k-nearest neighbor algorithm kNN [40] is used to test the degree of similarity between documents
and k training data and to store a certain amount of classification data, thereby determining the category of
test documents. In binary classification problems, it is helpful to choose k to be an odd number as this avoids
tied votes and calculate similarity between test document and each neighbor assign test document to the class
which contains most of the neighbors
.
k
arg max i  sim ( D j | D ) *  (C ( D j ), i )
(2)
j 1

This method is effective, non parametric and easy to implement, as compare to Racchio algorithm more
local characteristic of documents are considered, however the classification time is long and difficult to find
optimal value of k. The authors in [41] proposed a new algorithm incorporating the relationship of conceptbased thesauri into document categorization using a kNN classifier. While [39] presents the use of phrases as
basic features in the email classification problem. they performed extensive empirical evaluation using our
large email collections using two k-NN classifiers with TF- IDF weighting and resemblance respectively.
Decision tree is also widely applied to document classification. The benefit is that it enables conversion
into interpretable IF–THEN, and features rapid classification. [32] presents a hybrid method of rule-based
processing and back-propagation neural networks for spam filtering. However, it can be shown
experimentally that text classification tasks frequently involve a large number of relevant features [47].
Therefore, a decision tree’s tendency to base classifications on as few tests as possible can lead to poor
performance on text classification. However, when there are a small number of structured attributes, the
performance, simplicity and understandability of decision trees for content-based models are all advantages.
[48] describe an application of decision trees for personalizing advertisements on web pages. Decision tree is
easy to understand and generate rules which reduce problem complexity but during implantation the training
time is relatively expensive and does not handle continues variables also may suffer from overfitting.
Based on Bayes principle, Naïve Bayes is used to calculate the characteristics of a new document using
keywords and joint probability of document categories and estimate the probability of each class for a
document
P ( ci | D ) 

P ( ci ) P ( D | ci )
P(D)
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Where P(Ci)=
and P(dj|ci) =
. It has been one of the popular machine
learning methods for many years. Its simplicity makes the framework attractive in various tasks and
reasonable performances are obtained in the tasks although this learning is based on an unrealistic
independence assumption. For this reason, there also have been many interesting works of investigating
naive Bayes. Recently the [51][52] shows very good results by selecting Naïve bayes with SVM and SOM
for text classification. The authors in [53] propose a Poisson naive Bayes text classification model with
weight-enhancing method. Researcher shows great interest in naïve bayes classifier for spam filtering [54].
Naive Bayes work well on numeric and textual data, easy to implement and computation comparing with
other algorithms however conditional independence assumption is violated by real-world data and perform
very poorly when features are highly correlated and does not consider frequency of word occurrences.
In recent years, neural network has been applied in document classification systems to improve
efficiency. Text categorization models using back-propagation neural network (BPNN) and modified backpropagation neural network (MBPNN) are proposed in [35]. Neural network based document classification
methodology presented in [42] which is helpful for companies to manage patent documents more effectively.
k 1
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Neural network for document classification produce good results in complex domains and suitable for both
discrete and continuous data, testing is very fast however training is relatively slow and learned results are
difficult for users to interpret than learned rules as compared to Decision tree, Empirical Risk Minimization
(ERM) makes ANN try to minimize training error, may lead to overfitting.
Fuzzy correlation can deal with fuzzy information or incomplete data, and also convert the property
value into fuzzy sets for multiple document classification [43]. The investigation in [36] explores the
challenges of multi-class text categorization using one-against-one fuzzy support vector machine with
Reuter’s news as the example data, and shows better results using fuzzy correlation technique.
Genetic algorithm [49] aim to find optimum characteristic parameters using the mechanisms of genetic
evolution and survival of the fittest in natural selection. Genetic algorithms make it possible to remove
misleading judgments in the algorithms and improve the accuracy of document classification. This is an
adaptive probability global optimization algorithm, which simulated in a natural environment of biological
and genetic evolution, and they are widely used for their simple and strong. Now several researchers used
this method of text classification. The authors in [50] introduced the genetic algorithm to text categorization
and used to build and optimize the user template, and also introduced simulated annealing to improve the
shortcomings of genetic algorithm. In the experimental analysis, they show that the improved method is
feasible and effective for text classification.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is supervised learning method for classification to find out the linear
separating hyperplane which maximize the margin, i.e., the optimal separating hyperplane (OSH) and
maximizes the margin between the two data sets. The authors in [33] implemented and measured the
performance of the leading supervised and unsupervised approaches for multilingual text categorization and
selected SVM as representative of supervised techniques. In [34] the authors analyses and compares SVM
ensembles with four different ensemble constructing techniques. An optimal SVM algorithm via multiple
optimal strategies is developed in [31]. [37, 38, 51, 52] presented latest technique for documents
classification.
Among all the classification techniques SVM and Naïve Bayes has been recognized as one of the most
effective and widely used text classification methods [44] provides a comprehensive comparison of
supervised machine learning methods for text classification .

4. Discussion and Conclusion
The growing phenomenon of the textual data needs text mining, machine learning and natural language
processing techniques and methodologies to organize and extract pattern and knowledge from the documents.
This overview focused on the existing literature and explored the automatic documents classification
documents representation and knowledge extraction techniques. Text representation is a crucial issue. Most
of the literature gives the statistical of syntactic solution for the text representation. However the
representation model depend on the informational that we require. Concept base or semantically
representations of documents require more research.
Several algorithms or combination of algorithms as hybrid approaches are proposed for the automatics
classification of documents, among these SVM and NB classifier are shown most appropriate in the existing
literature. However more research is required for the performance improvement and accuracy of the
documents classification and new method to solutions are required for useful knowledge from the increasing
volume of electronics documents. The following are the some opportunities of the unstructured data
classification and knowledge management.
 To reduce the training and testing time and improve the classification accuracy, precision, recall, microaverage macro-average.
 Spam filleting and email categorization: User may have folders like, electronic bills, email from family and
friends, and so on, and may want a classifier to classify each incoming email and automatically move it to
the appropriate folder. It is easier to find messages in sorted folders than in a very large inbox.
 Automatic allocation of folders to the downloaded articles, documents from text editors and from grid
network.
 Semantic and Ontology: The use of semantics and ontology for the documents classification and
informational retrieval.
 Trend mining i.e. marketing, business, and financial trend (stock exchange trend) form e-documents
(Online news, stories, views and events).
 Mining text streams: Some new techniques and methods are required for handling stream text.
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 Sentiments analysis: Automatic classification of sentiment and detection knowledge from it. So the
sentiments and views mining is the new active area of text mining.
 Mining semi-structured documents: Classification and clustering of semi structured documents have some
challenges and new opportunities.
 Words and Senses: An implementation of sense-based text classification, a procedure is needed for
recovering the senses from the words used in a specific context.
 Information extraction: Informational extraction of useful knowledge from e- documents and Web pages,
such as products and search results. to get meaning full patterns.
Welcome to The 2009 International Conference on Computer Engineering and Applications (ICCEA
2009). The Conference is a primary international forum for scientists and technicians working on topics
relating to computer and applications. It will provide an excellent environment for participants to meet
fellow academic professionals, to enhance communication, exchange and cooperation of most recent
research, education and application on relevant fields. It will bring you new like-minded researchers, fresh
idea. It also provides a friendly platform for academic and application professionals from crossing fields to
communication together.
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